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We have all heard of the dog days of summer, but few of us know what they really are.
Green knows; his life began during those dog days in the summer of 2005. From the
very beginning he had to fight to survive, and now, he tells his story.In this book Green,
a Golden Retriever, from Mesa, Arizona tells his touching story of survival. Green tells
of his rescue at less than two weeks of age and of the volunteers that saved him. He
tells of his brothers, sisters and of two other litters of puppies that were rescued that
summer. He also tells of the medical condition that threatened his life and of the
treatments that saved him. Green tells all this with the help of his foster/forever Dad,
Paul Lockinger.Green, a story of animal rescue was originally released as The Puppy
Who Refused To Die in July of 2008. The original release contained seventy five full
color puppy pictures. In this version the pictures are in shades of gray.For some that
have read the book it has been hard to decide which is better, the story, or the pictures.
One thing is for sure though; this is a double delight.
When do you watch a wild animal suffer and let nature take its course, and when do
you intervene? In his more than twenty-five years as an African vet, Roy Aronson has
tended to a two-ton rhino that lost its horn after colliding with a concrete wall, facilitated
the miraculous recovery of a squirrel monkey, performed eye surgery on a lion out in
the bush, and treated a hedgehog that had been mauled by a dog. He has also worked
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with some of Africa’s most dedicated conservationists and wildlife veterinarians. He
has witnessed their passion and bravery and been with them when hard decisions had
to be made. Tales of an African Vet brings together Dr. Aronson’s adventures in a rare
behind-the-scenes look at those who treat wild animals in their natural habitats.
Whether you are drawn to outdoor adventure stories, African wildlife, or the
veterinarian’s trade, you will find this a riveting read, filled with rich insights into both
the animal and human cultures of Africa.
“Yannick Murphy, while being one of our most daring andoriginal writers, is first and
foremost an exquisitely attuned observer ofhuman behavior. . . . Murphy’s work
provides pretty much unexceededreading pleasure.” —Dave Eggers Thewarm, wry, and
patient voice of a veterinarian father tells the heartfelt storyof his young New England
family enduring a moving trial of loyalty, hope, andfaith after they are confronted with an
unthinkable crisis. Acclaimed author Yannick Murphy’s intimate narrative style and
lovely prosewill enthrall readers of Rivka Galchen,Padgett Powell, and Murphy’s own
Signed, Mata Hari.The Call is a “triumph of quiet humorand understated beauty”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review) from anauthor that the New York Times Book
Review calls “an extraordinarilygifted fabulist.”
A heart-warming and inspiring story about living the simple life, which readers are
already likening to All Creatures Great and Small, 'like a Sunday Night ITV drama' 'Like
a plate of hot-buttered crumpets and a mug of tea - warm, comforting and utterly
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delightful!' Annie Lyons (author of The Choir on Hope Street) Sam has always dreamed
of working with animals... But her receptionist job in a London vets is not hitting the
spot. Unsure whether a busy city life is for her, she flees to her Nana Peggy’s idyllic
country village. But despite the rolling hills and its charming feel, life in Hope Green is
far from peaceful. On first meeting Joe, the abrupt and bad-tempered local vet, Sam
knows she must get him on side, but that is easier said than done... With her dream
close enough to touch, will she get there, or will events conspire against her...?
The second novel in Cathy Woodman's hugely popular Talyton St George series. Each
book in the Talyton St George series can be read as a standalone novel, but when
Cathy first had the idea of writing about a vet practice, she intended it to be a trilogy
about two vets - Maz and Alex. Their names are in brackets to show which books
feature their story. All the other books have new characters, although Maz and Alex
always crop up now and again. Talyton St George, the story so far: Trust Me, I'm a Vet
(Maz and Alex) Must Be Love (Maz and Alex) The Sweetest Thing It's a Vet's Life (Maz
and Alex) The Village Vet Vets in Love Country Loving The Three of Us (Digital short
story, companion to Follow Me Home) Follow Me Home
Sam vždy snívala o práci so zvieratami... No ako recep?ná na veterinárnej klinike v
Londýne nemá pocit, že je to to pravé. Z neistoty, ?i je život v rušnom meste naozaj pre
?u, sa rozhodne odís? k babke Peggy do tichej vidieckej dedinky, kde každý pozná
každého. ?oskoro sa tam cíti ako doma. Napriek idylickej atmosfére, vlniacim sa
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kopcom a rozprávkovému ?aru však život v Hope Green vôbec nie je pokojný. Ke?
Sam spozná Joea, svojského a nevrlého miestneho veterinára, uvedomí si, že ho musí
získa? na svoju stranu. Lenže to sa ?ahšie povie, ako urobí. Samin sen je na dosah,
podarí sa jej však dosiahnu? ho alebo sa všetky okolnosti postavia proti nej? Dojemný
a inšpirujúci príbeh o jednoduchom i rušnom živote na vidieku. A o všetkom, ?o prináša
láska – k ?u?om ?i zvieratám.
'A wonderful afternoon read with a cuppa!' Amazon Reviewer. Perfect for fans of Jill
Mansell, Trisha Ashley and Milly Johnson. Meet the Reading Group: six women in the
seaside village of Little Sanderton come together every month to share their love of
reading. No topic is off-limits: books, family, love and loss . . . and don't forget the glass
of red. Anne-Marie has always considered herself a bit of a matchmaker - never mind
that she's only got one real success under her belt. And this year she's determined to
up her game: Little Sanderton's singles could certainly benefit from her expertise! But
while Anne Marie thinks she knows what's best for everyone else, her own life couldn't
be less of a fairytale romance. Between looking after her cranky father and running her
own business, she doesn't have time for a relationship. Her friends in the Reading
Group know better though: after all, love can be found in the most unexpected of places
. . . This January the Reading Group is tackling Jane Austen's Emma . . . but who's got
time for fiction when romance is in the air? 'Brims with laughs, love, family and
friendship. You will love this heartwarming read!' Trisha Ashley.
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Tensions between nations run high in the twenty-second century. Nuclear war reduced
the global population from fifteen billion to barely one hundred million survivors. Much
of the planet's surface is highly radioactive. Sources of food, clean water, and medical
supplies are increasingly scarce. Isolated regions made distribution of supplies even
harder to operate. In a time when co-operation is imperative, self-interest continues to
prevail in many parts of the globe. Amidst this growing chaos, a new generation of
leaders emerges to guide Eden into an uncertain future filled with incredible new
technologies and daunting challenges. As they struggle to provide leadership through
humanity's darkest days, they must also preserve what little survives of nature's
blessings. Can they build hope for a new world from the ashes of the old, or will they
make the same mistakes to which humanity has always succumbed? Part 2 of the
Eden Democratic Kingdom trilogy follows the continuing development of Eden and its
leaders as they work towards a better future for their young nation and all of Earth's
creatures.
'A wonderful afternoon read with a cuppa!' Amazon Reviewer. Perfect for fans of Jill
Mansell, Trisha Ashley and Milly Johnson. Meet the Reading Group: six women in the
seaside village of Little Sanderton come together every month to share their love of
reading. No topic is off-limits: books, family, love and loss . . . and don't forget the glass
of red! Jojo has felt ruined for romance ever since her husband and love of her life, Big
Al, left on an around-the-world trek to 'find himself' and never came back. Then her
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colleague Daniel asks her on a date. He's conscientious, sincere and serious everything Big Al wasn't - and Jojo begins to think they might have a real future
together. But a romantic dinner date in his pristinely impressive home reveals his pad to
be a practical mausoleum to his troubled past . . . causing Jojo to wonder if her new
man's heart is really ready to move on. This month the Reading Group is devouring
Daphne du Maurier's Rebecca, and wondering if fiction really does mirror real life . . .
'Brims with laughs, love, family and friendship. You will love this heartwarming read!'
Trisha Ashley.

A moving memoir of a life spent in the company of animals—a veterinarian sheds
light on the universal experience of loving, healing, and losing our beloved pets,
and the many ways they change our lives. The pursuit of a childhood dream has
taken Suzy Fincham-Gray on a journey in veterinary medicine from pastoral
farms on the English–Welsh border to emergency rooms in urban American
animal hospitals, with thousands of stories collected along the way. In this
unforgettable literary debut, she writes about some of the most emotionally
challenging and rewarding cases of her career. Like many physicians, FinchamGray tends to see her patients at often life-or-death moments. While dramatic,
these stories expand into deeper explorations of our complex, profound
relationships with the animals in our lives. She describes the satisfaction of
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diagnosing and treating difficult diseases and the universal experience of loving a
pet, and—inevitably—raises questions about their end-of-life care. We meet
Grayling, an Irish wolfhound in need of critical treatment; we learn about the
fulfillment of caring for a chronically ill pet from the story of Zeke, a silver-brown
tabby cat who likes to eat just a little too much; and we fall in love with Monty and
Emma, Fincham-Gray’s own adopted cat and dog, who change her life in joyful
and unexpected ways. Fincham-Gray depicts the sleepless nights she spends
waiting for her pager to call her to the clinic, the cutthroat competition among
residents, and what it’s really like to care for patients who can’t advocate for
themselves. Warm and humorous, Suzy Fincham-Gray is a rare breed—a clinician
with an intimate, elegant literary style. She writes with the same tenderness she
brings to her patients, whose needs she must meet with her mind, her hands,
and her heart. “Suzy Fincham-Gray gives readers rare insight into the making of
a compassionate doctor. Her passion for both science and the animals she cares
for, combined with her eloquence as a writer, made me want Suzy as both my
dogs’ veterinarian and my own friend.”—Teresa J. Rhyne, author of the #1 New
York Times bestseller The Dog Lived (and So Will I)
PART FOUR of a serialised novel - a heartwarming and inspiring story about
living the simple life and the joy of animals. The last few months have been hard
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for Sam. But her dream to work as a vet is slowly becoming reality, and she is
beginning to encounter the struggles and heartbreaks that someone in a job like
this must face. But what’s more heartwarming and inspiring than a litter of new
piglets? On a call to a farm with Joe, Sam can’t help but feel a sense of renewal
in her own life as she witnesses one of the most glorious and natural processes
of all. Sam's thoughts inevitably turn to her own life. With everything in flux
around her, is she ready for change? And will she ever find her happy ending?
Note: this is part four of a four-part serialised novel. The full length paperback will
be available in June.
Ally Bridgeman is in big trouble. Her career is going nowhere; she has a
cantankerous mother, and two daughters with far more exciting love-lives than
she ever had. Even her ex-husband has found himself an annoyingly perfect
trophy girlfriend. But when she discovers her daughters are about to throw her a
surprise birthday party to celebrate an age she'd rather commiserate reaching,
Ally decides enough is enough. So she tells a little white lie and gains a year's
reprieve...And when Ally finds herself attracting the attentions of a younger man,
she decides to shed a few more years and have the time of her life...
'Wonderful afternoon read with a cuppa!' Amazon Reviewer. Perfect for fans of
Jill Mansell, Trisha Ashley and Milly Johnson. Meet the Reading Group: five
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women in the seaside village of Little Sanderton come together every month to
share their love of reading. No topic is off-limits: books, family, love and loss . . .
and don't forget the glass of red! This month the Reading Group are on Jane
Eyre and Serena, who's headmistress of Poppins Private School, is half hoping
that reality will echo fiction, as it has before, and she will meet her own Mr
Rochester. This doesn't stop her from being slightly alarmed when her secretary
arranges an appointment with Mr Winchester, the father of a troubled pupil. It
would appear that Mr Winchester has an ex wife who is also rather troubled (or
possibly completely deranged!). To add to the drama there is turbulence in
Serena's own family too. Serena begins to wonder if being a romantic heroine is
all it's cracked up to be...
Maggie’s grandmother runs an animal clinic, Dr. Mac’s Place, so Maggie knows
her way around animals who are in danger. When she learns that the abused
and sick puppies flooding the clinic are from an illegal puppy mill, she knows that
she has to find out who’s running it, where it is—and save the rest of the dogs!
Could this be the perfect place to start over...? When Nicola’s marriage falls
apart and she’s left broken-hearted, she decides to move back home to the
idyllic village of Furzewell. But her fresh start isn’t everything she hoped it would
be – daughter Mia is struggling to fit in at school and she’s finding it challenging
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living with her overbearing mother. But when she joins the local dog-walkers
group, Nicky finds the support she’s been looking for – The Lonely Hearts Dog
Walkers never fail to be there for each other in a crisis. When their local park is
threatened by developers, they are determined to rally together to save it. Can
Nicky fight to protect her new community and find her happy furever after? A
heart-warming tale of love, family and four-legged friends – perfect for fans of
Lucy Diamond, Phillipa Ashley and Katie Fforde.
A hot vet. A rebellious teenager. And meddling but well-meaning townsfolk. Vera
gets more than she bargains for when she runs off to a new life in the country ...
A fresh and funny rural romance, perfect for readers of Alissa Callen and
Rachael Johns. Vera De Rossi no longer believes in love ... And thanks to her exboyfriend she's also broke, jobless, and staring down the barrel of a court case
that could land her in prison. Turning to her talent for baking, Vera opens a cafe
in Hanrahan, a cosy tourist town in the foothills of the Snowy Mountains. Josh
Cody, once Hanrahan's golden boy, escaped sixteen years ago with gossip hard
on his heels and a pregnant girlfriend in tow. Now he's back: a qualified
veterinarian - and a single dad with a lot to prove. A new start and a grumpy
teenage daughter ... it's a lot to juggle, and there's no room in his life for further
complications. But that's before he walks into The Billy Button Cafe and meets its
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prickly owner ... Reeling from the past, Vera has no intention of being sidetracked
by the hot vet with a killer smile. But fate has a way of tripping up our best
intentions and between a stray cat and a busybody with a heart of gold, this is a
town - a family - unlike any other. And, whether Vera wants it or not, is there
anything a family won't do to help one of its own? PRAISE: 'The perfect feel-good
blend of warmth, wit and small town charm. This debut will leave you smiling.'
Alissa Callen bestselling author of Snowy Mountains Daughter
'A wonderful afternoon read with a cuppa!' Amazon Reviewer. Perfect for fans of
Jill Mansell, Trisha Ashley and Milly Johnson. Meet the Reading Group: six
women in the seaside village of Little Sanderton come together every month to
share their love of reading. No topic is off-limits: books, family, love and loss . . .
and don't forget the glass of red! Kate has tried to be a good wife to her husband
Anton. Ever since he got demoted at work - answering to a woman no less Anton simply hasn't been the same. Kate wants to help, but as the months pass
and Anton pulls away from her both emotionally and physically, Kate can't help
but feel a bit abandoned. Then Kate means Bob: the handsome, blue-eyed
carpenter that Anton has hired to refurbish their kitchen. Kate instantly feels a
powerful physical connection between them . . . but dare she risk her marriage
for a man she barely knows? This month the Reading Group is enjoying Lady
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Chatterley's Lover . . . and trying not to giggle too much at the naughty parts!
The Vet's Daughter combines shocking realism with a visionary edge. The vet
lives with his bedridden wife and shy daughter Alice in a sinister London suburb.
He works constantly, captive to a strange private fury, and treats his family with
brutality and contempt. After his wife's death, the vet takes up with a crass,
needling woman who tries to refashion Alice in her own image. And yet as Alice
retreats ever deeper into a dream world, she discovers an extraordinary secret
power of her own. Harrowing and haunting, like an unexpected cross between
Flannery O'Connor and Stephen King, The Vet's Daughter is a story of outraged
innocence that culminates in a scene of appalling triumph.
A charming and romantic story about living the simple life and the joy of animals, from the
author of THE VETS AT HOPE GREEN. Emma Nightingale needs a place to hide away. Fresh
from the heartbreak of a failed relationship, she takes refuge in quiet Crickleford. And not
before long – and quite accidentally too – Emma finds herself the town’s favourite pet-sitter, a
role she isn’t certain of at first, but soon her heart is warmed by the animals; they expect
nothing more of her than she is able to give. The last thing Emma wants is for people to
discover the real reason she is lying low, but then the handsome reporter from the local paper
takes an interest in her story. Can Emma keep her secret and follow her heart’s desire...?
PART TWO of a serialised novel - a heartwarming and inspiring story about living the simple
life and the joy of animals. Working as the receptionist at her local London vets, Sam dreams
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of escaping to a quieter life in the country. Spending time with her Nana and her lovely but
elderly dog Rufus has sparked something within Sam, and all she wants is to start afresh. But
her boyfriend Adam is in London, and something tells her that it won’t be an easy
conversation. But then something happens that makes her going-nowhere receptionist job
seem much more appealing: she finds a little stray cat called Ebony, in need of love and
nurturing back to health. Faced with a dilemma, she must choose between her heart’s desire
and the little ball of fluff burrowing her way into Sam's heart... Is it possible to have it all? Note:
this is part two of a four-part serialised novel. The full length paperback will be available in
June.
Sam has always dreamed of working with animals...But her receptionist job in a London vets is
not hitting the spot. Unsure whether a busy city life is for her, she flees to her Nana Peggy's
idyllic country village. But despite the rolling hills and its charming feel, life in Hope Green is far
from peaceful. On first meeting Joe, the abrupt and bad-tempered local vet, Sam knows she
must get him on side, but that is easier said than done...With her dream close enough to touch,
will she get there, or will events conspire against her...?
A cosy, heartwarming Christmas read about the growing friendship between a young journalist
and an old woman who lives in a house teetering on the edge of the Devon cliffs, by the
bestselling author of The Vets of Hope Green and The Petshop on Pennycombe Bay Cliff's
End Cottage is a local landmark. Perched on the South Devon coast, its garden has begun
slowly toppling into the sea, yet the elderly and infamously stubborn owner Stella refuses to
leave her home. When Holly, a young journalist and single mum struggling to make ends meet,
decides to interview Stella about her life, at first she's given short shrift. However, helped by a
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slice or two of cake and a couple of friendly cats, a tentative friendship begins to develop
between the two lonely women. Stella and Holly may live different lives, but over the cold
winter nights, as Stella shares her story, the two women discover more and more in common.
Time is running out for the house on the edge, but perhaps, together, Stella and Holly can find
a new way forward. A heart-warming story by the author of The Vets of Hope Green, where
two women from different generations find that a new friend - no matter how late in life they
may appear - can mean everything Praise for Sheila Norton's delightful books 'Thoroughly
enjoyable' KATIE FFORDE 'A truly lovely read with delightful characters' PHILLIPA ASHLEY
'Like a plate of hot-buttered crumpets and a mug of tea - warm, comforting and utterly
delightful!' ANNIE LYONS 'A charming and heartwarming book, that will bring a smile to every
reader's face' CRESSIDA MCLAUGHLIN 'A charming read. Made me want to move to the
country and buy a cottage with roses around the door' SARAH MORGAN
The Vets at Hope GreenEbury Press
Bestselling author Trout shares another touching and heartfelt story from the front lines of
veterinary medicine--a tale of two dogs who forever changed the way he thought about life,
death, fate, and love.
THE MASSIVE NUMBER 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER It has been 30 years since Noel
Fitzpatrick graduated as a veterinary surgeon, and that 22-year-old from Ballyfin, Ireland, is
now one of the leading veterinary surgeons in the world. The journey to that point has seen
Noel treat thousands of animals - many of whom were thought to be beyond help - animals that
have changed his life, and the lives of those around them, for the better. If the No.1 Sunday
Times bestseller Listening to the Animals was about Noel's path to becoming The Supervet,
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then How Animals Saved My Life is about what it's like to actually be The Supervet. Noel
shares the moving and often funny stories of the animals he's treated and the unique 'animal
people' he has met along the way. He reflects on the valuable lessons of Integrity, Care, Love
and Hope that they have taught him - lessons that have sustained him through the
unbelievable highs and crushing lows of a profession where lives are quite literally at stake. As
Noel explores what makes us connect with animals so deeply, we meet Peanut, the world's
first cat with two front bionic limbs; eight-year-old therapy dachschund Olive; Odin, a gorgeous
five-year-old Dobermann, who would prove to be one of Noel's most challenging cases - and of
course his beloved companions Ricochet, the Maine Coon, and Keira, the scruffy Border terrier
who is always by his side.
From USA Today bestselling author Hope Ramsay comes a small-town romance filled with
love, laughter, and friendship! Only one thing can make veterinarian Noah Cuthbert return to
Magnolia Harbor - his mother's failing health. He'll do anything to help his family, including
taking a short-term gig at the local animal clinic. What he doesn't count on is getting up-closeand-personal with the clinic's new manager, a woman whose love and compassion for every
stray that crosses her path has him rethinking his plans to head back to his big-city life... After
her time in the Navy, Lia wants nothing more than to settle down. The quaint seaside town is
exactly what she'd been hoping for, and not just because her new boss is movie-star
handsome. As they grow closer, Lia starts wondering if Noah could be the one. But when a
town crisis forces Noah to take a stand that jeopardizes their new-found happiness, can Lia
convince him that home doesn't have to be a four-letter word? Includes the bonus novel Then
There Was You by Miranda Liasson!
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From the man who knows how to fertilize houseplants with Jell-O and give someone a dry
shampoo with Quaker Oats comes the first book of pet care tips that tackles everyday pet
illnesses, quirky behaviors, and animal smells and stains by tapping into the power of brandname products. The ever-inventive Joey Green presents fun and offbeat remedies for a wide
range of pet troubles, from bad breath and skunks to hot spots and ticks. Who would have
guessed that ChapStik stops a nail bleed or that Listerine can quell itching? Why not forego
expensive and toxic flea sprays and use Dawn dishwashing liquid or Johnson's Baby Powder
as a treatment instead? Even though these tips sound quirky (use Smirnoff vodka to clean your
pet's ears?), they really do work because many brand-name products contain soaps,
degreasers, emollients, and moisturizers to soothe, clean, dissolve, and heal quickly and
safely. Joey Green's Amazing Pet Cures makes a great gift for pet lovers and is a practical
guide for anyone looking for simple and easy shortcuts to live the good life with a pet.
Chances are that if your loved one has seen war, he or she has Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
at some level, and you who love your veteran will also be deeply and profoundly affected.
Finally, the cries and needs of the loved ones have been addressed in this comprehensive,
practical book, now newly updated in its 2nd Edition! Love Our Vets answers more than 60
heartfelt questions, providing down-to-earth wisdom and much-needed tips for taking care of
yourself. Sharing as a counselor and from her personal experience of living with a 100%
disabled veteran with PTSD, Welby O’Brien gives hope, encouragement, and practical help for
families and loved ones who are caught in the wake of the trauma. This book addresses a
broad spectrum of issues and concerns and offers realistic wisdom from a wide variety of
individuals who share from real hearts and lives. Now newly revised and updated with
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additional material, the 2nd Edition of Love Our Vets continues to be enthusiastically welcomed
by VA and other counselors. This is not just another book about PTSD; rather, it is a
tremendous resource for families and loved ones who struggle heroically along with their vets
to face the day-to-day challenges.
PART THREE of a serialised novel - a heartwarming and inspiring story about living the simple
life and the joy of animals. Things are finally starting to look up for Sam – a chance at her
dream job as a vet, and a new friend (who is a huge animal lover himself – a very important
detail!) What more could she ask for? But something is eating away at her: her boss Joe is
acting strangely around her - he's definitely hiding something. And having dreamed of being a
vet for so long, she cannot afford to put a foot wrong. When a call to tend to a sick pony comes
into the practice, it all strikes too close to home for Sam and Joe. The odds are stacked against
her, and she risks losing everything... Note: this is part three of a four-part serialised novel. The
full length paperback will be available in June.
Barbie wants to be a pet doctor! Join her as she helps a vet take care of puppies, kittens,
horses, and many other lovable pets in this original Step 1 book in the Step into Reading
series. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Can happiness be made in Devon?... After the sudden death of her estranged husband, Clare
is shocked to discover she has inherited a dog and a small fortune. Convinced by her adult
children to finally do something for herself, Clare embarks on a coast-to-coast adventure - until
she stumbles upon an unmarked location on the fringes of South Devon. When Clare finds
herself driving down a narrow road to the tiny village of Little Sorrell, she is met with distant,
cold, and rude locals. But as she falls in love with a cottage she wishes to call home, can Little
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Sorrell truly be the place of second chances?...
A heartwarming and uplifting tale of community, friendship and love to curl up with this summer
– perfect for fans of Phillipa Ashley, Milly Johnson and Jill Mansell. 'A thoroughly enjoyable
read' Katie Fforde, Sunday Times bestselling author of A Country Escape When the going gets
ruff, it’s time to make a change... In need of a fresh start, Jess has moved to the beautiful
Devon seaside town of Pennycombe Bay. However it isn’t the new beginning she was hoping
for – she enjoys her new job at the local pet shop but feels like she’s treading on eggshells
living with her moody cousin Ruth. When she meets handsome stranger, Nick, on the beach,
she thinks she’s made a new friend or something more. Although her hopes of romance are
quickly dashed when she finds out he’s seeing another woman... Can Jess make
Pennycombe feel like home? Fans of Cathy Bramley, Carole Matthews and Katie Fforde will
love Sheila Norton’s charming, wonderfully warm, feel-good books. *You can now pre-order
Sheila's new novel, The Lonely Hearts Dog Walkers*
PART ONE of a serialised novel - a heartwarming and inspiring story about living the simple
life and the joy of animals. Working as a receptionist in a London vets, Sam is living far from
her idea of a simple life. She’s always broke, rents a tiny flat, and is constantly arguing with
her boyfriend. But the worst part is that her career is going nowhere. She wants to be a vet, but
the most contact time with the animals she has is a quick hello when she books in their next
appointment. Something’s got to give, so when her parents suggest visiting her Nana Peggy in
a small quiet picturesque village, she agrees, thinking a bit of R&R could do her good. But rest
and relaxation may not be the order of the day. Poor Nana Peggy’s lovely dog Rufus is unwell,
and Sam can’t help but grow fond of him. With the help of Joe the local vet, a charming yet
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strangely distant man, Sam sets out on looking after him, despite her London life trying to call
her back... Note: this is part one of a four part serialised novel. The full length paperback will
be available in June.
Heartwarming and lovable, Charlie will squirm his way into your heart. Perfect for fans of A
Streetcat Named Bob and Alfie the Doorstep Cat. But what could I do? I was just a little cat
and nobody ever listened to me. I made a promise to myself that I’d do everything I possibly
could to save her, whatever the danger to me, and no matter how many lives I lost in the
process... Charlie the kitten would do anything for his human. Having just recovered from a
debilitating illness, eleven-year-old Caroline isn’t feeling her best, and the arrival of a new
baby only makes her feel even more left out. So when Caroline decides to run away, Charlie
follows, vowing to protect her at all costs. But for such a little kitten, it’s a big and scary world
outside the comfort of the cottage – how far will he go to save his greatest friend?
This is Part 5 of a fabulous, feel-good new series! Perfect for fans of The Lemon Tree Cafe
and The Vets at Hope Green. Wedding bells are ringing . . . but who's the blushing bride? The
Reading Group leave Little Sanderton behind for a sun-soaked summer holiday! But will vacay
drama be the undoing of this close-knit circle of friends? This summer the Reading Group is
tackling The Great Gatsby . . . and attending the party to end all parties! Meet the Reading
Group: six women in the seaside village of Little Sanderton come together every month to
share their love of reading. No topic is off-limits: books, family, love and loss . . . and don't
forget the glass of red!
Experience firsthand the inspiring and heartwarming bonds between wounded veterans and
their service and companion animals. "Vets and Pets tells fifteen emotional and entertaining
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stories of the incredible bonds between wounded warriors, veterans, and other service
members and their service and companion animals. Whether these special relationships are
with dogs, cats, horses, pigs, or even birds of prey, readers will discover how these remarkable
animals help veterans return to civilian life and live independently while simultaneously
bringing joy and confidence into their lives. Tyler struggled to adjust to civilian life after losing
both of his legs in Afghanistan, until he met his intelligent and willfully disobedient red
European Doberman pinscher, Apollo. Vietnam veteran Patrick regained a sense of well-being
and hope through the study of birds of prey. Max the horse has helped numerous veterans
learn to trust, improve their communication, and increase their self-confidence and selfesteem. Mandi discovered that the intelligence and unconditional love of pigs were exactly
what she needed to heal from an abusive past and a disappointing army-training injury. These
are just a few of the uplifting stories that are featured in this striking collection. In addition to
exploring the unique, lifelong bonds that can develop between veterans and their animal
companions, Vets and Pets spotlights extraordinary nonprofits that unite wounded warriors
with service and companion animals, including Pets for Patriots, Hooves Marching for Mercy,
Horses Helping Heroes, and Avian Veteran Alliance, among others. A portion of the proceeds
from this book will be donated to Pets for Patriots.
Heartfelt, moving, and inspiring, a Christmas book perfect for fans of A Street Cat Named Bob
Oliver the cat is a timid little thing, who rarely ventures from his home in the Foresters’ Arms.
Then his life changes dramatically when a fire breaks out in the pub kitchen and he is left
homeless and afraid. But, with the kindness of the humans around him, he soon learns to trust
again. And, in his own special way, he helps to heal those around him. However, it isn’t until
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he meets a little girl in desperate need of a friend that he realizes this village needs a
Christmas miracle... Touching and genuine, this is the tale of a little cat with a big heart. Fans
of A Street Cat Named Bob and Dewey: The Small-Town Library Cat Who Touched the World
will be delighted.
A collection of real-life stories journeys inside the world of zoo veterinarians, who recount their
experiences with exotic zoo animals, from raising an orphaned baby beluga whale to helping
an anorexic eel regain its appetite.
All My Patients Have Tales is a heartwarming and funny collection of stories by a dedicated
veterinarian featuring wild horses, porcupine-quill-covered dogs, male cats in labor, an
extremely ornery pygmy donkey, an enormous hog, as well as many other domestic, and not
so "domestic" animals. Wells begins his work as an inexperienced recent college grad and
emerges a caring and beloved veterinarian. Affording the reader an inside glimpse into his
daily life, he narrates many uplifting, life-altering, lifethreatening, and hilarious episodes.
From the front lines of modern medicine, Tell Me Where It Hurts is a fascinating insider portrait
of a veterinarian, his furry patients, and the blend of old-fashioned instincts and cutting-edge
technology that defines pet care in the twenty-first century. For anyone who’s ever wondered
what goes on behind the scenes at your veterinarian’s office, Tell Me Where It Hurts offers a
vicarious journey through twenty-four intimate, eye-opening, heartrending hours at the premier
Angell Animal Medical Center in Boston. You’ll learn about the amazing progress of modern
animal medicine, where organ transplants, joint replacements, and state-of-the-art cancer
treatments have become more and more common. With these technological advances come
controversies and complexities that Dr. Trout thoughtfully explores, such as how long (and at
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what cost) treatments should be given, how the Internet has changed pet care, and the rise in
cosmetic surgery. You’ll also be inspired by the heartwarming stories of struggle and survival
filling these pages. With a wry and winning tone, Dr. Trout offers up hilarious and delightful
anecdotes about cuddly (or not-so-cuddly) pets and their variously zany, desperate, and
demanding owners. In total, Tell Me Where It Hurts offers a fascinating portrait of the comedy
and drama, complexities and rewards involved with loving and healing animals. Part ER, part
Dog Whisperer, and part House, this heartfelt and candid book shows that while the
technology has changed since James Herriot’s day, the humanity and compassion remains
unchanged. If you’ve ever had a pet or special place in your heart for furry friends, Dr. Trout’s
irresistible book is for you.
“To have a service dog like Able should be the medication any soldier is prescribed who has
gone out and had trauma of some kind.” In Hope Has a Cold Nose, Christine Hassing relays
true stories of military veterans and others who rose from the ashes of PTSD and MST with the
help of their service dogs. Devoting every chapter to a different human-canine pair, Hassing
shares the story of each person with PTSD and their service dog with pathos and creativity.
These powerful stories, part testimonial, part author’s interpretation using rhythm and rhyme,
bring important insights about how service dogs help people with PTSD and MST in countless
ways. From sensing a nightmare and waking a veteran before terror takes hold, to placing a
comforting paw on someone’s shoulder to ward off a panic attack, these dogs play a key role
in helping those who’ve lived through trauma reintegrate into society. Lovingly written, Hope
Has a Cold Nose is a unique and compelling collection of survivors’ stories for dog lovers of all
kinds, for those who’ve experienced PTSD and their loved ones, and for those interested in
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how service dogs can help people heal from the deepest emotional wounds.
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